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On Jolly Street there’s a charming house with a yellow roof and 
three clay chimneys. Above it hangs the lush canopy of a mighty 
tree. Red-beaked blackbirds like to sit among its branches, groom 
their feathers, and sing.
Some residents of Jolly Street delight at this, but others don’t like 
the birds’ chirping, so they just frown and furrow their brows.

Every Friday afternoon a big, black car stops in front 
of the house with the yellow roof. The nosy neigh-
bour pulls back the curtains and spies through the 
window as the car door opens and a tiny girl exits.

The car honks twice cheerfully, before puffing out a cloud of smoke 
and zipping around the corner. Mary 
waves goodbye and races towards 
the house with the three 
clay chimneys.
Grandma is already 
waiting at the front 
door. Her arms are spread 
so wide it’s as if she wanted to hug
an elephant, not a tiny girl.
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Mary just loves visiting her grand-
mother, even if Grandma doesn’t 
have a television. At home in her 
seven-story apartment building 
everything’s so ordered, tidy, 
peaceful and boring. Things are 
just the opposite at Grandma’s. 
She can scream as loudly as she 
wants whenever she jumps on 
the bed, making the mattress 
groan and sending little clouds 
of dust and feathers up in the air.

She can doll herself up in front of the bathroom sink until 

she’s scared of her own reflection in the 
mirror. If she doesn’t like lunch, she can 
just push it away and munch on choco-
late. Best of all, her friend Louis lives on 
Jolly Street, too.

“Ding, dong” rings the bell. A “knock, knock” follows.
“That’s the secret knock!” exclaims Mary, clapping and racing to the 
front door.
“Have you brought your galoshes?” asks Louis and hangs a pair of 
binoculars around her neck.
The avid explorer has been waiting too long for Mary’s visit to waste 
time with unnecessary words. “Put your shoes on quick!
There! Behind the house, in the bushes, I’ve noticed something 
strange.

Get a move on!”
Mary dons 
  her boots, 
   and they scurry 
    off into the yard 
   and hide behind 
  the upside-down
 wheelbarrow.
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“What’s hiding in the bushes? 
I can’t see anything,” says 
Mary, as she looks 
through the binoculars.
“I think it’s a monster,” 
replies Louis, with the 
confidence of a seasoned scout,
and pulls a real slingshot out of his adventure vest.
“What are you going to do with that?” the girl asks him. She’s not 
too thrilled about the dangerous toy.

Louis rummages around in the pockets of his splendid vest. “Darn! 
I forgot to take the ammunition.”
Luckily he finds some chewing gum in the smallest pocket.
He chews it thoroughly, blows a bubble, then 
moulds the gum into slingshot ammunition.

“Now I’m ready for battle!” says Louis, like a 
soldier, and settles in the bushes, ready to ambush.

Mary rolls her eyes, places her hands on her hips and says firmly, 
“I do not like slingshots. No, no, no. Somebody might get hurt.”
Louis is amazed, but doesn’t budge. “Since when are you such a 
grouch? Can’t you see we’re on the verge of discovering something 
huge? I just don’t get why you’re mad. Would you rather play 
something else?”

Mary is really fond of Louis, since he always heeds her wishes. At 
home it’s different. Mommy and Daddy say she has way too many 
toys. But Mary doesn’t even want toys. At home she keeps her 

greatest wish to herself, but at Grandma’s she can wish out loud.
“If you really want to know what I want, I’m happy to tell you: I 
want a pet. Mommy and Daddy won’t let me have one. Most of all 
I’d like to have a bunny with long ears to play with and cuddle.”

Suddenly, the wind swirls _ whoooosh _ the bush leans back and a 
white bunny jumps right out. It sniffs curiously at the air and nib-
bles at the juicy grass. Every now and then it wiggles its ears and 
pauses to look around. When it makes sure there’s no danger, it 
relaxes and merrily waggles its tail. 
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“A bunny! A real, live bunny!” Mary shouts excitedly. “Look how 
pretty it is.”
“Shhhhh. Not so loud. It’ll notice us,” Louis whispers from his hid-
ing-place, anxiously looking through his binoculars.
Mary ignores his warning and races down to the bunny to pet it.
“Today’s my lucky day. I wanted a bunny and I got a bunny. I’ll 
call him Smooch,” the girl says happily. The bushes shake again 
and – it can’t be true! – another bunny jumps out.
“That one’s mine! That one’s mine!” says Louis and, no longer a 
soldier, pops out of his hiding-place. “Yipeeee! His name will be 
Pooch.”

The boy’s awkward squeal scares the bunny and frightens it back 
into the bushes. “Darn. Now, where did it go?” He drops to all fours 
and follows it. Among the thick foliage he spies a black top hat.

“Look, I did it! I found the mysterious object. The mystery’s 
solved,” he says, and proudly walks up to his friend, hat in hand.
“That’s your monster?” says Mary. She grabs the top hat and looks 
at it. “It doesn’t look dangerous.” She puts it on her head, but 
it’s too big and falls over her eyes. 
The boy can’t help himself:
“Ha, ha, ha, good thing 
you have a nose!”
“Who turned out the lights?” 
jokes Mary.
Smooch and Pooch admire 
the unusual hat, too.
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“Let’s take them up to my room and give them something to eat. They 
must be starving,” suggests Mary.
“Bunnies eat carrots,” Louis remarks with the confidence of an expert.
The long-eared ones are lots of fun. They hop around the room, 
chomp at the carrots and clean their noses with their paws. Mary 
and Louis play right up until evening. Come nightfall, when it’s time 
for bed, Louis says his goodbyes and adds, “Let’s build them a bun-
ny-house tomorrow!”
Mary is excited about this proposal. She won’t clean her room tonight. 
She’s too tired. It’s been a long day, full of exciting adventures. Even 
Smooch and Pooch fall asleep right away.

Mary wakes up the next morning to a bunny moustache tickling her 
foot. The tiny girl rubs her eyes and holds her breath. It can’t be! 
Her room is teeming with bunnies. 

They look like big white ants streaming over a sticky candy. They’re 
hiding under the bed, they’re on the cupboard, they’re in the dirty 
laundry in the corner of the room, they’re everywhere! They’re also 
hopping on the desk and jostling about in the toy-basket. 
“Oh, dear, where did you come from?” wonders Mary.
The bunnies are glad she’s awake. They can hardly wait to play with 
her.

Suddenly there’s a rapping at the door – “Knock, knock, knock.”
It’s not the secret knock, just Grandma calling her to breakfast. 
She’s made Mary’s favourite dish: crepes and jam.

“I’m coming!” hollers Mary as she steps carefully among the furry 
critters and makes her way to the door. “I’ll have a bite to eat, then 
I’ll come back and take care of you,” she promises the bunnies, who 
are up on their hind legs, anxiously watching her.

Louis comes to visit after breakfast, and 
he’s brought a bag full of carrots. “I found 
this for Pooch and Smooch,” whispering 
so that Grandma won’t hear him. “Louis,
brace yourself. There’s a surprise 
waiting for you,” warns Mary.
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The ruckus in Mary’s room is unimaginable. The bunnies are hop-
ping all over each other and whetting their teeth on the furniture. 
They’ve already chomped away half of the chair and chewed a big 
hole in the cupboard. “Oh, no! They’ll wreck everything,” moans 
Mary. “What are we going to do?” she desperately asks her friend.

“They’re hungry, that’s what it is,” says Louis and shakes his bag of 
carrots into the middle of the room. The bunnies stop munching on 
the furniture and race towards the carrots.

“What a mess,” the girl says, worriedly. “I never knew that bunnies 
could make such a ruckus. There would have been less damage if 
I’d wanted a crocodile!”

At that moment, all the bunnies disappear, as if they were bubbles 
popping in the air.

The children fall silent, stand there, and then stand there some 
more, silent. Finally, Louis roots around in the pockets of his splen-
did adventure vest. He extracts a magnifying glass from the big 
pocket and starts to investigate: “Interesting… They’ve disappeared 
without a trace. It’s magic!”

“Look,” says Mary and points her finger at the top hat. Suddenly 
the cover on the nightstand starts to shake and buzz, and a real, live 
crocodile crawls out of it.
From snout to tail, he’s almost too big for the room. Mary and Louis 
flee onto the big cupboard in the corner and watch fearfully from 
under the ceiling. Even the spiders leap 
down from their webs and seek shelter.
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The beast is clumsily slith-
ering around on the floor, 
mouth open wide and show-
ing its magnificent teeth. It 
growls fiercely and starts 
swinging its tail, smashing 
a chair and a lamp on the 
nightstand.

Mary puts her hands over her eyes, but Louis bravely yanks out his 
slingshot. But once again he can’t find the ammunition.

“I’m hungry,” the annoyed crocodile complains. “You two up 
there, snip snap! I haven’t had breakfast yet. Would it be possible to 
get a bite to eat? I can be quite testy when my tummy’s rumbling.”

“How do we know you won’t devour us while we’re looking for 
food for you?” says Louis, bravely, before adding wisely, “Besides, 
crocodiles don’t speak.”

“Ho, ho, ho,” guffaws the huge animal, and the window panes 
shake. “Crocodiles don’t speak? That’s a good one, snip snap. Obvi-
ously you two don’t know much about crocodiles. Please allow me 
to introduce myself: my name is Nolo and I’m a teller of tales.”

Mary is overcome by curiosity. She uncovers her eyes and whispers 
cautiously: “A crocodile that writes stories. How interesting. I love 
stories.”

Nolo gives Mary a crocodile-glance and smiles, “How about we 
make a deal? I’ll tell you a story and you two, snip snap, will fetch 
me a bowl of cereal, with milk. And one more thing. Call me Nolo, 
that’s my name.”
 

“Agreed, Nolo,” says the girl and jumps from the cupboard onto 
the bed, exhaling. “I’m Mary.” 
“I’m Louis and I would prefer to remain on the cupboard. Besides, 
crocodiles don’t like cereal – with or without milk,” her friend 
states.
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Clearly Louis is mistaken, because the crocodile devours three 
heaping bowls of cereal before making himself comfortable, belch-
ing contentedly, and falling asleep. “What now? Darn! He prom-
ised us a story,” frowns Mary. But Nolo pays no mind to her com-
plaint. He even starts to snore shamelessly and loudly. 

“How rude,” says the angry girl. But Louis takes the opportunity 
to climb down from the cupboard, grab Mary by the hand and try 
to drag her out of the room. “No, no, no. He promised us a story. I 
want to hear his story,” Mary insists.
“But that’s a real crocodile! We’re lucky he didn’t devour us. Let’s 
go, quick, while we can still save our skins.”

The mighty beast finally opens a lazy eye and wakes up. “My name 
is Nolo,” he says. “Don’t run away, snip snap. I always keep my 
promises. I know, I’ll tell you the one about the tiny giraffe who 
was convinced she was a dog. This 
tale is truly something 
special. It’s a real 
favourite among 
sharks and giant 
grasshoppers.”

Mary suspiciously sizes up the great green guest and says, without 
thinking, “That sounds a little fishy. A tiny giraffe who thinks she’s 
a puppy? I’d like to see that.”
Hardly has she said these words than Nolo disappears in a cloud of 
smoke. The top hat shakes again and spits out a small giraffe.

Mary and Louis jump right back onto the cupboard. The long-necked 
one is running around the room and stumbling over the toys. She 
doesn’t stop until she sees Grandma’s sandals, which she begins to 
nibble at. 
She tries to bark, but because she’s a giraffe all that comes out is a 
feeble “Woo, woo” “Hey, you guys up there, do you happen to have 
a ball? I’m bored. Let’s go play in the yard. Woo, woo!”
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“Sure, why not!” replies Mary and off they go for the green patch 
behind the house.
Giraffe is tireless. She chases after the ball and frolics, standing 
up on her hind legs. The game goes on and on, right up until the 
sudden appearance of the neighbours’ cat, who did not choose the 
wisest moment to cross the yard. Giraffe sprints after it, and the cat 

barely makes it to the tree, using up one of its nine lives. 
Soon after, Giraffe gets tired of playing ball and suggests, “Let’s go 
for a walk.”
“Where would you like to go?” the children ask her.
“To the store, I’ve never been in a store,” she admits and, for good 
measure, barks twice into the treetop: “Woo, woo!”

The nosy neighbour wipes off her glasses
when she sees Mary, Louis and the little 
giraffe strolling down the street. She can’t
believe her eyes! “Would you look at that,”
she says and gulps down a glass of cold water.

The cute giraffe is looking curiously at the houses and street lights, 
but she’s particularly interested in the traffic. Louis teaches her to 
be careful and always walk on the sidewalk, never on the road, 
because a car might run her over. “Only cross the road at the zebra 
crossing!” he explains.
“Ooo, I know zebras,” says Giraffe.
“Ah, you’re from Africa, so you 
know zebras?” asks Mary
with curiosity.
 

The long-necked one stops and looks carefully in case anyone hap-
pens to be watching. “Can you keep a secret?” Giraffe asks.
Mary and Louis nod firmly.
“Do you really know how to keep the greatest secret of all secrets 
and never to tell anyone?”
Mary and Louis nod even more firmly.
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“Well, all right,” says Giraffe. “You won’t believe it, but I’m not re-
ally a puppy. I’m a giraffe! But unfortunately nobody wants to play 
ball with a giraffe. That’s why I pretend I’m a puppy. Surprise!”

Mary and Louis stare at her in amazement.
“Hey, you really are a giraffe,” they exclaim at once, winking. They 
don’t want to tell her it was pretty obvious from the start that she 
wasn’t a puppy.

Finally, they make it to the store and march straight for the can-
dy section. Giraffe, who is pretending to be a puppy, can’t decide 
whether to buy bonbons or chocolate. She looks at the goodies on 
the top shelves and also at those on the lower shelves. In the end she 
opts for chocolate candies in a red box.

 

Mary is delighted: “Those are my favourite candies. If you two only 
knew how much I adore sweets… I wish I had an endless supply of 
goodies in all shapes and flavours!”
All of a sudden, Giraffe shrinks to the size of a fruit fly, then vanishes 
into thin air. Poof!   

“She could have at least said goodbye,” complains Mary, eventually, 
unable to conceal her disappointment. The boy replies, with no small 
anxiety, “I have a feeling an unpleasant surprise is waiting for us in 
your room, where we left the top hat. Have you noticed that lately 
every wish you say out loud has come true?”

Mary remembers she had first wished for bunnies, and the bunnies 
arrived, and then she summoned a crocodile, and right there on the 
spot Nolo appeared. She’d also said she’d like to see a giraffe that 
thought it was a puppy.”
“Oh, dear,” she whispers. “What have I done?” 
They race home and not even their blazing soles can make them stop.

 They hear the sirens even be-
fore they turn into Jolly Street.
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In front of the house with the yellow roof stands a large red fire 
truck with a long ladder. Spilling from the windows and the three 
clay chimneys are all sorts of candies: colourful bonbons, lollipops, 
chewing gum, wafers, biscuits with icing and of course biscuits 
without icing. Even chocolate, in all kinds of shapes and flavours.  
All the neighbourhood children are excitedly hurrying over to 
snatch up the sweets, jostling each other and filling their pockets 
with goodies.

Mary is relieved when she spots her grandmother. “My children! 
I was so worried!” says Grandma and gives them a big hug, while 
the firemen try their best to shovel the oodles of candy onto their 
trucks. In spite of all their efforts, the house came close to vanishing 
under an enormous pile of yummies.

Even a helicopter buzzes over to help, but it has to fly right up near 
the clouds to avoid the marshmallows and chocolate crumbs burst-
ing out of the chimneys.
The assembled crowd stares apprehensively at the commotion. The 
children jump for joy and try to catch delicious candy-flakes on 
their tongues. 
Mary can’t look at the devastation any more, and she buries her 
face in Grandma’s long skirt. “What will Mommy and Daddy have 
to say about this?” she thinks miserably. 
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An old-style car stops in front of the house. A gentleman with a bushy 
beard gets out, observes the commotion, nods twice and, with a prac-
ticed hand, tweaks his long moustache.
“Excuse me, young lady,” he says to Mary, with a decisive step and 
an elegant bow. “My name is Philip the Magician. Yesterday I was 
strolling down Jolly Street and the wind blew off my top hat. I never 
managed to find it. Perhaps you can help me out?”

“This big mess 
is all my fault,” 
says the heroic
 Louis. “I found 
the top hat.” 

The two friends tell the magician about the bunnies, who arrived first, 
then disappeared like soap bubbles. Then came the crocodile. “That 
was Nolo, no doubt,” the magician surmises.
Mary and Louis speak about their adventures without catching a 
breath. Of course, they can’t forget about Giraffe, who pretended to be 
a puppy. 
“I’m very sorry for all this ruckus. I’m not used to having my wishes 
granted. I promise to be more careful from now on. My only wish is 
that everything would be like it was before,” concludes Mary with re-
gret.
 

Suddenly the ground 
shakes and a pink cotton 
candy cloud miraculously appears 
above the pile of sweest covering the 
house. The residents of Jolly Street 
hear a strange chiming and 
the sweets begin to fly up 
into the air. It looks like it’s 
raining upside-down, from 
the ground to the sky. There’s a loud bang, and the pink cotton candy 
cloud vanishes, along with all the goodies. The disappointed children 
look around and turn their trouser pockets inside out, but they’re 
empty.They sulk and pout until a magnificent, shining rainbow ap-
pears above the house with the yellow roof, which brightens up their 
mood once again.

Soon there’s no trace of the devasta-
tion. The firemen turn off their 

sirens. The police officers 
put away their whistles 

and take off their po-
lice caps. And the cu-

rious people of Jolly 
Street head home, 
leaving their curi-
osity behind.
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“The time has come for me to say goodbye,” says Philip the Magi-
cian. He snaps his fingers twice and out of the chimney, the one in 
the middle, the top hat pops and lands on his head.
“So, everything is as it should be,” he explains, while compliment-
ing Louis’ splendid vest. “If you’d left my hat in the bushes, I’d 
have found it in no time, but because you took it into the house, I 
wasn’t able to summon it back, you see.”

“So many pockets, but no ammo for the slingshot,” notes the ma-
gician, before clapping his hands once more. “A real adventurer is 
always ready for unknown challenges, but a slingshot won’t help 
you if you get lost in the desert, at sea, or in the mountains,” is the 
heartfelt advice he gives Louis.
The boy feels a strange object in one of his pockets. 
He pulls it out and stares at it in wonder. 
“A magic compass,”says Philip. 
“It will always point in the 
direction of brand new adventures.”

The magician looks at his watch with an “oops!” and bows elegant-
ly in honour of the charming and gentle grandmother. He is just 
about to leave when the hat on his head starts shaking.
“Very interesting, this…” he mutters to himself, then tweaks his 
moustache and raises his top hat.

Smooch and Pooch jump right out! 
They wiggle their ears, as happy 

bunnies often will, and hop off 
into Mary and Louis’ laps.

Sunday arrives and life in Jolly Street runs its usual course. Only the 
gossips and their tirelessly flapping tongues have work to do, as 
always. They’re trying to figure out 
what happened to the sweets 
streaming out of the house 
with the yellow roof. In 
the end they decide 
a broken washing 
machine was
to blame.
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Louis and Mary play with the white bunnies right up until evening, 
when a big black car stops in front of the house with the yellow roof 
and the three clay chimneys and honks twice.

The nosy neighbour pulls back the curtain and sticks her neck out 
the window, just as she always does.

Little Mary says goodbye to Louis, to Grandma and to the bunnies. 
“I’ll miss you,” she says with a trembling voice.
She presses a kiss onto Louis’ cheek, pauses for a moment and final-
ly runs towards the impatient vehicle.

Her best friend straightens his glasses, wistfully pulls out the 
magic compass from his splendid adventure vest and says three 
times:
                   “I wish she could stay.
                         I wish she could stay.
                             I wish she could stay. ”
 





Mary loves to visit Grandma and her little house with the 
yellow roof, even if there’s no television there. At Grandma’s 

it’s so different from at home. She can doll herself up in 
front of the bathroom sink until she’s scared of her own 
reflection in the mirror. If she doesn’t like lunch, she can 

just push it away and munch on chocolate. Each weekend an 
exciting adventure awaits her there, and, best of all, her 

friend Louis lives in a house right by Grandma’s.
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